Abstract. To safely avoid the construction of a covering stoma in patients with advanced lower rectal cancer undergoing laparoscopy assisted colorectal surgery (LACS), we added circumferential manual reinforcing sutures via the transanal approach at the site of mechanical anastomosis. In June 2008, LACS was performed for a tumor of 6 cm in longer diameter in the Rb region of the lower rectum ~5 cm from the anal verge. After intraperitoneal coloproctal anastomosis was performed in the pelvis by the double stapling technique (DST), reinforcement was provided by manual trans-anal suturing (trans-anal reinforcing sutures: TARS). A covering stoma was constructed because this was a high-risk case. Complications such as mild wound infection and stoma trouble occurred, and the patient was discharged after conservative therapy. In June 2008, LACS was performed for a tumor of 5 cm in longer diameter in the Ra region of the lower rectum ~7 cm from the anal verge. After intraperitoneal colorectal anastomosis was performed in the pelvis by DST, TARS were added to avoid a covering stoma. Minor leakage occurred postoperatively, but this was controlled conservatively and the patient was discharged. In patients having surgical treatment of advanced lower rectal cancer, good results were obtained by adding circumferential reinforcing sutures via the trans-anal approach at the site of ultra-low anastomosis after DST.

Introduction

In recent years, less invasive laparoscopy-assisted colorectal surgery (LACS) has become very common, and the range of indications for such surgery has broadened markedly to include additional resection for stage I/early colorectal cancer, curative resection of advanced stage II/III cancer, and palliative procedures for stage IV cancer (1-5). However, in patients with lower rectal cancer located close to the anus, a covering stoma of the temporary loop ileostomy or loop colostomy is often created to prevent fatal complications, such as disruption of sutures at the ultra-low anastomosis, even in patients having routine standard laparotomy (6-8). When LACS is performed, a covering stoma is still often constructed, e.g., 1) when the double stapling technique (DST) is applied after multiple mechanical transection of the lower rectum, 2) if there is high tension at the site of anastomosis after pull-through of the colon, or 3) if there is poor blood supply to the colon on the oral side of the anastomosis.

Construction of a loop stoma imposes a considerable mental and physical burden on patients irrespective of whether they have undergone standard laparotomy or LACS. Since minimally invasive surgery is the fundamental reason for selecting LACS, loop stoma construction should be avoided whenever possible, even in patients with lower rectal cancer. However, the actual frequency of covering stoma construction is relatively high, presumably because pelvic peritonitis due to suture disruption is potentially fatal and because extremely complicated manipulations are required to achieve anastomosis when treating advanced lower rectal cancer in elderly patients with concurrent diseases or male patients with a narrow pelvis and high body mass index (BMI) (6-8).

In order to safely avoid the construction of a covering stoma in patients with advanced lower rectal cancer undergoing LACS, we added circumferential manual reinforcing sutures via the transanal approach (transanal reinforcing sutures: TARS) at the site of mechanical anastomosis after performing intraperitoneal ultra-low anastomosis by the usual DST method in the pelvic floor and obtained favorable results.

Case reports

Case 1. A 47-year-old unmarried man was referred to our hospital due to bloody stools. He had a history of head surgery.
Figure 1. Barium enema reveals a type 2 cancer of 6 cm in longer diameter in the Rb region of the lower rectum ~5 cm from the anal verge (left, arrowheads). Tumor biopsy at colonoscopy discloses moderately differentiated adenocarcinoma (right).

Figure 2. The transanal approach is facilitated with an anal retractor (left). Coloproctal mechanical anastomosis can be observed circumferentially just above the dentate line (right).

Figure 3. Case 1: Trans-anal reinforcing sutures (TARS). Continuous suture with absorbable 3-0 PDS-II attached to a needle is being mainly done on the upper site of the mechanical anastomosis (left). Case 2: Trans-anal reinforcing sutures (TARS). Interrupted sutures are mainly being placed in the upper site to the mechanical anastomosis with absorbable 3-0 Vicryl attached to a needle (right).
because of subarachnoid hemorrhage and a pacemaker had been inserted to control arrhythmia and heart failure. Barium enema (Fig. 1; left, arrow heads) and colonoscopy revealed a tumor of 6 cm in longer diameter in the Rb region of the lower rectum ~5 cm from the anal verge, and biopsy gave a diagnosis of moderately differentiated adenocarcinoma (Fig. 1; right). It was difficult to persuade the patient to undergo temporary loop stoma construction, and he refused to undergo Miles' operation with a higher risk of sexual dysfunction than low anterior resection (LAR). However, informed consent to these procedures was eventually obtained from the patient, and he was hospitalized to undergo LACS-LAR or LACS-Miles' operation. Based on the results of various preoperative examinations, the Department of Anesthesiology stated that this patient was a high-risk case because his past history included two major diseases. In June 2008, he underwent LACS-LAR (hybrid 3-port HALS D2 operation), while Miles' operation associated with permanent endocolostomy was avoided in consideration of his strong preoperative request (5). An adequate distal safety margin (≥2 cm) was obtained on the anal side of the tumor. After irrigation, the rectum was completely transected twice with an Endopath stapler, Ethlon 60 mm-Gold cartridge (Ethicon Endo-Surgery, Puerto Rico, USA). Subsequently, using a Proxymate ILS Endopath, Endo circular stapler (ECS33; Ethicon Endo-Surgery), intraperitoneal anastomosis was performed in the pelvis by colorectal mechanical suturing according to the standard double stapling technique (DST) (Fig. 2; right). Then an anal retractor (The Lone Star Retractor System, Yufu Itonaga Co.) was inserted and circumferential interrupted transanal reinforcing sutures (TARS) were added with absorbable 3-0 Vicryl attached to a needle (Ethicon Inc.) (Fig. 3; right). The tumor was an advanced lower rectal cancer located in the Ra region, which was classified as P0H0N0A2 (intraoperative frozen section; distal anal margin, cancer negative) and pathological stage II. Although minor leakage occurred postoperatively, it was controlled by conservative therapy without stoma construction. She was discharged from hospital at 19 days postoperatively with well controlled diabetes and good anal function with bowel passage.

Discussion

In recent years, ultra-low anastomosis that preserves anal function has been performed actively for the treatment of lower rectal cancer (1-5). The rectal prolapse method is also available for this purpose, in which the reversed rectum is pulled out of the pelvic cavity through the anus and transected extracorporeally, after which reconstruction is done by DST.
However, this procedure is not indicated for patients with advanced lower rectal cancer and large tumors, because it is often difficult to pull the reversed rectum through the anus in patients with larger tumors or abundant mesorectal adipose tissue (9,10). When jejunal J-pouch reconstruction is done after total resection of the large bowel, the pouch is usually pulled into the anal canal and attached by a single layer of full-thickness transanal sutures. However, this method goes against the fundamental concept that stoma construction should be avoided if possible, because a covering stoma is essential after full-thickness single-layer suturing. We routinely inject air into the anastomotic site/rectum when DST reconstruction is done after LAR and perform an air leak test with water in the pelvis. We observed tiny air bubbles rising from the anastomotic site where staples were slightly loose because of inadequate stapler closure or through pin-holes formed at the site of staple insertion. In such cases, full-thickness interrupted reinforcing sutures covering the stapled site are added to avoid severe complications. We have also performed loop sigmoid colostomy and transanal fistula closure to manage urethrectal fistulae arising after high-intensity focused ultrasound (HIFU) therapy for prostate cancer (11,12). If this trans-anal approach is learned properly, it becomes possible to perform LACS in Japan have increased markedly to include stage I-IIIa (N1 lymph node metastasis involving ≤3 nodes) and palliative stage IV surgery depending on the criteria of each institution, there is still controversy about the need for prophylactic bilateral lymph node dissection in patients without obvious lateral lymph node metastasis preoperatively (20-22). We perform hybrid 3-port HALS as the standard operation, and there is no difference in layer separation from standard laparotomy if the left hand can reach the posterior surface of the tumor (5). Moreover, manipulations at the pelvic floor, which are usually performed under nearly blind conditions because of difficulty in observation, can be done safely under magnification and monitoring. Therefore, it seems possible to perform LACS in most patients.

Of course, the absence of stoma is more comfortable for patients. However, even when standard laparotomy is done, there are some patients who need covering loop stoma construction for various reasons. Therefore, the argument that covering stoma construction should be avoided absolutely if LACS is performed as minimally invasive surgery cannot be accepted. Furthermore, in patients with advanced lower rectal cancer, metastasis/recurrence may occur in the pelvic cavity relatively soon after covering stoma construction, e.g., at the site of anastomosis or on the anterior surface of the sacrum, while there are patients in whom chemoradiotherapy can be performed more efficiently because of loop stoma construction. Apart from patients who will receive no appreciable benefit from covering stoma closure or who want to avoid surgical stress, poor-prognosis patients with distant metastasis/recurrence in the liver or lungs and elderly patients with con-current diseases, generally undergo stoma closure at 3-6 months postoperatively (6). Considering its fundamental concept, it is evident that absence of a stoma is the best outcome for LACS, even more than for standard laparotomy, and therefore we should try to avoid stoma construction where possible. In the future, we need to obtain long-term follow-up data in a larger number of patients having TARS after DST to assess postoperative complications such as anal function, and the local recurrence rate at the anastomotic site or on the anterior sacrum.


